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This report will help all stakeholders and investors in Commercial Real Estate to identify new trends and strategies.
This Report is the New 2017 Definitive Resource on Future Workplace Strategies in the Commercial Office Sector.

Memoori presents a brand new report, building on our portfolio of commercial building technology research in areas such as the IoT. Smart environmental controls are now starting to give power to the individual, allowing them to create their ideal environment for maximum productivity at any given time.

These ideas and many more are now being realized by futuristic workplace design that is riding on the wave of the Internet of Things and smart buildings. Memoori has conducted an in-depth survey of commercial real estate end users, and our findings are presented in this report.
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What This Report Will Tell You

Within its 109 pages and 16 charts and tables, the report sieves out ALL the key facts and draws conclusions, so you can understand exactly what is shaping our future office workplaces.

In this report, we use our decades of collective experience to explore the evolving and emerging trends that will shape the future of work and redefine the workplace as we know it. Only by understanding all the perspectives can enterprises hope to navigate the evolution of the workplace in the Internet of things era.
Memoori believes we are at an inflexion point in the evolution of the office workplace. Tenants, owners and technology companies are all hungry to promote smarter workplaces. Why? Because progressive companies now know that by improving the health, comfort and wellbeing of employees, they can give a significant boost to the productivity of their workforce.

Data is the new utility in our information revolution and progressive building owners / operators are starting to reap the benefits of this new found intelligence, giving them an edge in recruiting and retaining the best employees.

We conducted a survey of 500 end users in North America; asking them 9 questions to determine the level of technology in their office workplaces and how they felt this technology impacted on their ability to work productively. This report presents those findings alongside current and historical research into office productivity; to produce an in-depth view of what cutting edge office environments will look like over the next 5 years.
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![Bar chart showing percentage of respondents who found certain lighting systems to hinder or improve concentration.](http://memoori.com)
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How to Order

The report is priced at **$1,500 USD** for a Single User License, and **ONLY $1,750 USD** for an Enterprise License. It is delivered as an electronic PDF download, via email.

To order, or if you require further information please contact;

*Jim McHale - jim@memoori.com / +46 76 190 3777*

Alternatively you can order through our Website - https://www.memoori.com/portfolio/the-future-workplace/